
URSUIT MÄRKET TROUSERS, BLACK

Jacket and trousers, named after the lighthouse

standing high and mighty in the sea of Åland,

are made of vapor permeable and water tight

Ursuit 4-Tex® fabric.

340,00 € 

Estimated delivery time  Not available, delivery time

approx. 1-4 weeks. For more information email us at

info@ursuit.com

Manufacturer  Ursuit

URSUIT OY
Teijonkatu 3, FI-20750 Turku, Finland
Tel. +358 20 779 8850
info@ursuit.com

FACTORY OUTLET
Until further notice, please contact us rst before
visiting the outlet. Please notice that we no longer

accept cash payments.

  
© Ursuit Oy

DESCRIPTION

Jacket and trousers, named after the lighthouse standing high and mighty in the sea of Åland, are made of vapor

permeable and water tight Ursuit 4-Tex® fabric.

The jacket and the trousers are designed to give the best mobility and comfort in any situation. The jacket has a big

attached hood that gives you the possibility to wear a hat or a cap underneath. The hood can be adjusted to t perfectly.

The pockets on the jacket are big and have splash proof zippers. The Jacket is also equipped with two attached D-rings, one

in the neck and one down on the back side. The D-ring in the neck can be used to hang the net from and the other can be

used to hang other equipment from. The jacket has one inner pocket that can be closed with a zipper. The sleeves can be

tightened against the wrist.

The trousers have an additional layer of protective material on crotch and knees to extend the lifetime. The suspenders are

designed in a way so you can remove the pants without removing the jacket. The trousers have four pockets. Two of the

pockets are located higher up and are equipped with splash proof zippers. The two other pockets are located lower on the

thighs and can be closed with a ap.

The trousers have a tightening band at the end of the leg to enable tightening to the boot shaft.

The waist part is higher than normal to give better protection against wind. The waist section has a eece lining to give

additional comfort.

The jacket is available in red and navy black colors. The trousers are available only in navy black.

Size chart can be found here.
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